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FRIENDSHIP IN JESUS

The goal of these talks is to re-awaken what we say we believe as faithful brothers and sisters
of Jesus. Realizing the absolute necessity of a relationship with God in order to better serve
God, the mission is a reflection upon Father, Son and Holy Spirit as the God to whom our life
depends. What is emphasized is the relational aspect of our faith.
A great first-time Vincentian mission that has a broad appeal (lots of young people attend).

IGNITE YOUR FAITH

A series of talks intended to affirm the Catholic character of the individual and group while at
the same time raising the process of conversion to which each faithful member is called. The
talks are unabashedly Catholic in nature and content. Topics include Sacred Scripture, Mary,
Sacraments, Holy Spirit. The point, like all the talks, is to a conversion of heart so that we
might better appreciate who we are as baptized Christian Catholics.

PRAY. SERVE. LET GO.

What is the meaning of Life? Why did God put us here? How can I find greater joy and
Happiness? What is my purpose? Questions we all think about and ask-- but finding it more
and more difficult to answer. In the headlong rush of everyday life it’s easy to become
distracted and lose our way. This mission slows us down. Through story and reflection it
highlights the 4 fundamental pillars of a flourishing life, as given to us by the Word of God, in
Jesus.

THE MAIN THING IS TO
KEEP THE MAIN THING
THE MAIN THING!

A practical, “how-to” approach in living our lives as disciples of Christ. Our relationship with
Jesus is the main thing (see our other theme, “Friendship in Jesus”). But how do we live that?
As individuals and church? What are some practical ideas and things that can easily be
incorporated into the routines of life to assure the main thing stays the main thing?
Filled with stories and humor (that young people especially appreciate) the three nights of
mission begin and end in Scripture. Five topics are addressed and expanded:
•
•
•
•
•

Gratitude
Prayer
Service
Forgiveness
Witness

Depending on the space of the sanctuary selected audio visuals may accompany the
presentations (we bring all materials and set everything up).
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